Observation of Individual Microtubule Motor Steps in Living Cells with Endocytosed Quantum Dots
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We report the observation of individual steps taken by motor proteins in living cells by following movements of endocytic vesicles that contain quantum dots (QDs) with a fast camera. The brightness and photostability of quantum dots allow us to record motor displacement traces with 300 μs time resolution and 1.5 nm spatial precision. We observed individual 8 nm steps in active transport toward both the microtubule plus- and minus-ends, the directions of kinesin and dynein movements, respectively. In addition, we clearly resolved abrupt 16 nm steps in the plus-end direction and often consecutive 16 nm and occasional 24 nm steps in minus-end directed movements. This work demonstrates the ability of the QD assay to probe the operation of motor proteins at the molecular level in living cells under physiological conditions.

Introduction

Molecular motors are enzymes that convert the chemical energy of ATP into mechanical work, an essential process for life.1 Kinesin and dynein are two types of motor enzymes that actively transport organelles along microtubules in the cytoplasm. Microtubules have a polar structure with the minus-end near the nucleus of the cell and the plus-end near the membrane. In vitro experiments have shown that kinesin travels toward the microtubule plus-end whereas dynein travels toward the minus-end.1 The mechanism of chemomechanical coupling has been the subject of intense investigation in vitro.2-5 These experiments have shown that kinesin takes an 8 nm step along a microtubule during each enzymatic turnover.2-5 This step size matches the periodicity of the microtubule binding sites. A recent study has shown that dynein takes steps that are integer multiples of 8 nm and depend on the force applied to its cargo.6

The next challenge is to understand how the motors work in living cells. In contrast to the clean, in vitro conditions, molecular motors exhibit much more complicated behavior in a cellular environment. Among these complications are the possible involvement of multiple motors on a single cargo,7-10 the crowdedness and heterogeneity of the cytoplasm, and the participation of accessory proteins.11,12 With the exception of a recent study using GFP,10 however, in vivo studies of molecular motors to date have been unable to resolve individual steps because of limited time and spatial resolution. Just as in the in vitro experiments, the ability to resolve individual steps in vivo is critical to our understanding of how motor proteins carry out their functions.

Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor nanocrystals with optical properties superior to those of conventional organic fluorophores.13,14 The exceptional brightness and photostability of QDs make them an ideal probe for biological imaging.15,16 QDs have been used to observe individual steps of myosin V in vitro through nanometer precision localization of QDs tethered to single motors,17 similar to the approach of earlier studies with single fluorophores in which much was learned about the stepping behavior of both myosin V and kinesin.18-20

The key idea of these experiments is that the centroid position of a sufficiently bright fluorophore can be determined to within nanometer precision by fitting the intensity profile to a two-dimensional Gaussian function, despite the optical diffraction limit.18-20 In a recent study, Kural et al. used a heavily GFP-tagged peroxisome as a fluorescent probe of motor-stepping in living cells.10 The authors resolved 8 nm steps taken by both kinesin and dynein in the processes of Drosophila S2 cells at 10 °C with a time resolution of 1.1 ms.

Here, we use QDs, which are easily introduced to the cells via endocytosis, as demonstrated previously,21,22 and subsequently transported along microtubules in endosomes by motor proteins. The exceptional brightness and photostability of QDs over GFP allow us to record long motor displacement traces with a time resolution as high as 230 μs and single-step spatial resolution in the cytoplasm of living cells at 37 °C. We report the observation of individual 8 nm steps taken by microtubule motors traveling in both the plus- and minus-end directions. More interestingly, we observe 16 nm steps taken by motors traveling toward the plus-end, and we frequently see consecutive 16 nm steps and occasional 24 nm steps taken by motors traveling toward the minus-end. It is known from in vitro experiments that a single kinesin motor travels along microtubules toward the plus-end with 8 nm steps. Since the physical size of a kinesin head does not permit a step size of 16 nm, these steps might result from the collective action of multiple motors on a single cargo, for example, motor proteins taking 8 nm steps in a coupled fashion. Dynein, a more complex protein, is known to travel toward the minus-end. Although our observation of large step sizes in the minus direction could be
explained by multiple motors acting on a single cargo, a single dynein is structurally capable of taking 16 and 24 nm steps as observed in vitro.6 Our assay provides new clues about motor protein operation in a cellular environment.

Materials and Methods

We culture human lung cancer (A549) cells in Dubecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, ATCC) supplemented with 10% FBS at 37 °C and 5% CO₂. Cells are plated on a Bioptech Delta T temperature control dish at least 24 h prior to adding QDs.

We used streptavidin-coated QDs (emission at 655 nm) and a biotinated poly(arginine) peptide (both at 2 µM concentration) from Qdots, Inc., as a Qtracker cell labeling kit. We determined the identity of the peptide (Reagent B) to be (Arg)9-Biotin using mass spectrometry. Before adding to the cell culture medium, we incubate the QDs with the peptide briefly at a 1:1 volume ratio. Then, we add the QDs to the culture medium at a final concentration of 200 pM. After a 1 h incubation period, the cells are washed with fresh culture medium and incubated for another 12 h. Immediately following the first incubation, the majority of the QDs are found on the cell membrane resulting in a large fluorescent background that prohibits high-resolution imaging of QDs inside the cell. However, after the second incubation, we observe aggregates of 5–30 QDs in the cytoplasm, according to the total intensity of the aggregates. These QDs are efficiently excited by a 532 nm laser (Verdi 5, Coherent), and they emit at 655 nm, far away from wavelengths of cellular autofluorescence.

We deliver our excitation beam with an optical fiber which is then collimated and delivered to the back of a Nikon TE-300 inverted microscope. To achieve the maximum photon flux and time resolution, we used an excitation scheme in which we positioned a lens (f = 300 mm) to focus the beam onto the back aperture of the objective. This resulted in a collimated excitation beam at the sample and a field of view with a diameter of 25 µm. We collected the fluorescence signal with a 60 × 1.2 NA water-immersion objective (Olympus UPlanApo/IR). A back-illuminated, intensified CCD camera (Cascade 128+, Roper Scientific) was mounted on a 2.5 × relay lens to record movies. Typically, we select a region of 12 × 20 pixel rows (the number of columns does not affect time resolution) on the CCD chip. To achieve 230 µs time resolution, we apply 2 × 2 binning of the pixels. The measured step sizes have no dependence on the frame rates. The acquired frames from the camera were streamed directly to the computer memory, so that we avoid missing frames during data collection.

To clearly resolve the 8 nm steps of kinesin and dynein, we need to suppress both photon and mechanical noise. QD aggregates form diffraction-limited spots on the CCD camera which can be fit to a two-dimensional Gaussian function to determine their centroid positions.19,20 With our typical excitation power of 20–35 mW (40–70 µW/µm² at the sample), we collect as many as 1000 photons per frame at the centroid pixel without binning. Under this condition, the error in the centroid determination is less than 1.5 nm, which we calculated using18

\[
\sigma \approx \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \left( \frac{s^2 + a^2}{12} \right)}
\]

where N is the number of photons (~25 000), s is the width of the diffraction-limited spot (~221 nm), and a is the pixel size (143 nm without binning). At a time resolution of 230–400 µs, QDs are critical to achieving such a high photon flux and spatial precision.

To reduce mechanical noise, we took several extra measures such as building the microscope setup on a floated optical bench, enclosing the optics, and removing all electronic devices other than the camera from the bench. In addition, we replaced the original microscope stage with an Olympus nosepiece stage (IX2-NPS) to eliminate motion of the objective relative to the sample. Another source of noise is the camera fan, which introduces a 75 Hz frequency component to our displacement traces. This is suppressed by mounting the camera on a heavy, metal base. An alternative approach is to use a vacuum hose to eliminate the fan entirely. Mechanical noise is less than 1 nm as measured from the displacement trace of a static bead immobilized on a microscope slide. Overall, the noise intrinsic to our imaging setup is estimated to be less than 2 nm.

We employed a forward–backward nonlinear filter designed by Chung and Kennedy23 to accurately measure the sizes and dwell times of the steps instead of a low pass filter. The filter is not used to extract steps that are hidden in the raw data but to outline and preserve the edges of steps that are already clearly visible in raw displacement traces.24 This particular filter uses Baye’s Rule to remove Gaussian-distributed noise from the displacement trajectories. If we let y(k) be the experimentally measured displacement trace, then y(k) = x(k) + n(k) where x(k) is the true displacement trace and n(k) is the associated noise. According to this algorithm, the filtered displacement trace, 𝜉̂(k) is given by

\[
\hat{x}(k) = \sum_{i=0}^{K} \left[ f_i(k) \hat{x}_{f_i}(k) + b_i(k) \hat{x}_{b_i}(k) \right]
\]

where

\[
f_i(k) = \frac{1}{2K} \left\{ \sum_{j=0}^{M-1} \left[ y(k-j) - \hat{x}_{f_i}(k-j) \right]^2 \right\}^{-p}
\]

\[
b_i(k) = \frac{1}{2K} \left\{ \sum_{j=0}^{M-1} \left[ y(k+j) - \hat{x}_{b_i}(k+j) \right]^2 \right\}^{-p}
\]

are the forward and backward weights (predictors) that are normalized using \( \sum_{i=1}^{K} [f_i(k) + b_i(k)] = 1 \). M is size of the analysis window, p is a weighting factor that typically ranges between 1 and 100, and K is the number of forward and backward predictors. In our analysis, we typically use K = 5, M = 10, and p = 10. These values fall within the ranges that are recommended by the authors of this algorithm.25

Results and Discussion

QDs enter the cells via endocytosis22 during a 12-h long incubation period, after which they form aggregates in endosomes, and there are essentially no QDs left on the plasma membrane. This incubation effectively reduces the out-of-focus background signal from QDs bound to the basal membrane, and is essential for high contrast imaging with a non-confocal fluorescence microscope. Unlike single QDs in solution, the QD aggregates that are bright enough to be tracked at a time resolution of ~300 µs do not blink,22 possibly because not all QDs in an aggregate are in a dark state at the same time. The QDs have a cationic coating, which allows them to stick to the membrane and prevents their motion relative to the endosome.
Some of the endosomes containing QD aggregates undergo random diffusion, while others bind to motor proteins and undergo active transport. The typical run length of the active transport is a few microns, until the endosome stalls, possibly because of the detachment from microtubules.

Figure 1. (A) X–Y position trajectory of a vesicle containing a quantum dot aggregate moving from the cell periphery toward the nucleus, in the dynein direction, in a live A549 cell, at an overall average velocity of 1.5 µm/s. (B) Histogram of average velocity along the trajectory shown in (A). The movie was taken with 2.5 ms time resolution, and the velocities are averaged over 12.5 ms.

Figure 2. (A) Displacement trace of a vesicle-enclosed QD aggregate being transported toward microtubule minus-end of an A549 cell. The displacement is calculated along the microtubule path, by dividing the original x–y position trajectory into short, straight segments and accumulating the total displacement. Inset: Segment of the displacement trace showing consecutive 8 nm steps at a velocity of 400 nm/s obtained with a time resolution of 370 µs. (B) Pairwise distance histogram for the displacement trace in the inset of (A). (C) Displacement trace segment of a QD aggregate transported toward the microtubule plus-end at a velocity of 800 nm/s obtained with 430 µs time resolution. (D) Corresponding pairwise distance histogram for (C). (E) Displacement trace segment of a plus-end moving QD aggregate at a velocity of 3 µm/s taken with 400 µs time resolution. (F) Corresponding pairwise distance histogram for (E).

Some of the endosomes containing QD aggregates undergo random diffusion, while others bind to motor proteins and undergo active transport. The typical run length of the active transport is a few microns, until the endosome stalls, possibly because of the detachment from microtubules. Figure 1A shows the displacement trace of a QD aggregate that is transported from the cell periphery to the perinuclear region. The velocity of this active transport event ranges from tens of nanometers per second to 5 µm/s with an average velocity of 1.5 µm/s (Figure 1B), consistent with reported velocities of microtubule motor-mediated active transport. We note that this velocity distribution is markedly different from the recent report\textsuperscript{10,26} where the velocity is broadly distributed from 0 to 13 µm/s, possibly because instantaneous speeds associated with short runs (as short as 15 nm) were measured.\textsuperscript{27} The active transport is completely abolished when we treat the cells with the micro-
tubule-disruption drug nocodazole, but is unaffected by treatment with the F-actin disruption drug cytochalasin-D. These results indicate that microtubule motors are responsible for the active transport.

It is known that dynein is a microtubule minus-end directed motor, which transports cargos from the cell periphery to the perinuclear region, while kinesin moves in the opposite direction. The directionality of these movements is assigned by viewing the entire cell on a separate CCD camera with a larger field of view. Although there are kinesin variants moving certain organelles toward the microtubule minus-end, endosomes have been shown to undergo active transport mediated by dynein in this direction.

Figure 2A shows a typical displacement trace of an endosome moving toward the microtubule minus-end, the direction of dynein movement. The 8 nm steps are clearly visible in the raw displacement trace (inset, shown in green). Superimposed on the stepwise movements are random motions associated with the confined diffusion of vesicles in the cytoskeletal environment and the movement of microtubules to which the vesicles are attached. The amplitude of these random motions is position-dependent and can be as small as 2–4 nm in some regions of the displacement traces.

However, there are always regions of our displacement traces in which these random motions prevent us from resolving steps. Individual steps can be visualized more clearly after filtering these raw displacement traces with the nonlinear Bayesian filter (Figure 2A, inset, red). The step size is determined by the pairwise distance histogram (Figure 2B), which gives the distribution of distances between any two points along the displacement trace. The step size is given by the periodicity of the pairwise distance histogram.

Similarly, we clearly resolved the 8 nm steps toward the microtubule plus-end, the direction of kinesin movements (Figure 2C,D). Similar 8 nm steps of both kinesin and dynein have been reported by Kural et al. in Drosophila S2 cells at 10 °C. We note that our experiment was done at 37 °C. The high time resolution afforded by the QDs and the fast CCD camera allows us to resolve the individual 8 nm steps taken by endosomes traveling at a velocity as high as 3 μm/s (Figure 2E,F).

Interestingly, in addition to the 8 nm steps, we also observed abrupt 16 nm steps in the plus-end directed movement, sometimes occurring consecutively (Figure 3A,B). Of the 417 resolved steps in the plus-end displacement traces, 156 (~37%) are around 16 nm. We cannot distinguish whether such a 16 nm step is an individual physical step or two 8 nm steps very closely spaced in time. It has been well-established by in vitro experiments that single kinesin motors only take 8 nm steps. If a single kinesin is transporting the endosome, we should have sufficient time resolution to resolve the individual 8 nm steps. This is because the kcat of a two-headed kinesin is ~100 s⁻¹, and the probability for a single motor enzyme to produce two consecutive turnovers within 300 μs (our time resolution) is negligible. Since single kinesins are structurally incapable of taking such large steps, one possible explanation is that the observed 16 nm steps are due to the collective activity of more than one motor in transporting the individual cargo. For example, multiple motor proteins might step 8 nm in a coupled fashion.

The involvement of multiple motors has been evidenced by previous electron microscopy and optical tweezer experiments. Some of our displacement traces (data not shown) exhibit repetitive back-and-forth movements, which could be due to the competition of multiple motors with opposite directionality (“tug-of-war”) or to the entanglement of the cargo in the crowded cytoplasmic environment.

Similarly, in the displacement traces of minus-end directed movements, we also observed abrupt 16 nm steps. Out of the 1107 resolved single steps in the minus direction, 442 (40%) have a step size of ~16 nm. Unlike in the plus-end displacement traces, these 16 nm steps often occur consecutively (Figure 3C,D), and we even observed occasional 24 nm steps (~11%). Although the 16 and 24 nm steps could also be attributed to unresolved 8 nm steps of multiple motors, single cytoplasmic dynein motors are structurally capable of taking such big steps. In fact, cytoplasmic dynein has been reported to take 16 and
24 nm steps in vitro. We note that only 8 nm steps were reported for dynein in vivo in the recent study. In comparison with kinesin, the molecular structure of dynein is much more complicated. More experiments are clearly required in order to understand the origin of the observed 16 and 24 nm steps.

The observation of large steps of microtubule motors in both directions in live cells, made possible by the QD assay, highlights the complexity of motor operation in vivo and raises new questions regarding the mechanisms of molecular motors.

Conclusion

Much has been learned about motor proteins at the single molecular level through in vitro experiments. Understanding how individual motors work together in a living cell is the next challenge. This requires high time and spatial resolution imaging. We used quantum dots as probes to observe individual steps of dynein and kinesin in living cells. Their brightness and photostability allow us to achieve a time resolution as high as 230 μs and a spatial resolution of 1.5 nm. Quantum dots offer the ability to resolve single motor steps in a broad velocity range under physiological conditions. As expected, we observed 8 nm steps in both minus- and plus-end directed movements. We also observed 16 nm steps in microtubule plus-end directed movements, possibly because of the collective activity of multiple motors on a single cargo. In the minus-end directed movements, the 16 and 24 nm steps were observed. While the involvement of multiple dynein motors is a plausible reason for this observation, the possibility that single dyneins take large steps in vivo as reported in vitro should not be ruled out. Our study highlights the ability of live cell imaging with sub-millisecond temporal and nanometer spatial precision to elucidate the inner workings of macromolecular machineries under physiological conditions.
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